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Middle School After School Activities Choices 

Fall 2016 

Sunday: 
 

Islamic Circle 
At the Islamic circle we are going to work on promoting Islamic values, intelligent debate and provide 
students with an opportunity to broaden, deepen and enrich their understanding of Islam through a 
variety of activities such as: Qur’anic stories, Islamic board games, Islamic art and crafts and Islamic 
songs and videos, Qur'an explanation and recitation and more. 
We are aiming to achieve: 
-Help students improve their recitation. 
-Develop students' awareness of Islamic history. 
-Strengthen students' appreciation of Islamic ethics and code of personal conduct. 
-Provide students with an opportunity to develop the capacity for independent Islamic learning 
 
Sponsor: Kamila Husain 
Location: Room 1113 

 
Beginner Tennis 
We provide tennis programs to help enhance the individual’s strength, technical, physical and tactical 
approach to the sport. Sessions are run by certified professional coaches from all around the world. 
We invest time and pride in our training process ensuring that we deliver the very best and making 
each session fun! The concept of our progressive teaching method is to give the children a court on 
which they can immediately be successful. 
 
Sponsor: Stryx Gulf (Outside Provider) 
Location: Elementary Courts 
Price: 640 AED 
 

Arabic Reading Club 
In this club students will improve their reading skills through short stories. Students will have the 
opportunity to increase their love reading and improve their performance in the Arabic language. 
 

Sponsor: Sherif Eltabbakh 
Location: Library 
 

Hip Hop Dance 
The class combines rhythmic games with music and focuses on musicality, basic footwork and 
rhythms. If your child loves to dance, has their own style and loves Hip Hop music then this is the class 
for them! Hip hop dance steps require skill and experience to perfect. Hip hop dancers practice a lot 
in order to master basic steps and movements that appear simple when performed. Dancers with a 
good sense of rhythm find it easier to learn hip hop steps. 
 

Sponsor: Stryx Gulf (Outside Provider) 
Location: MPH Stage 
Price: 560 AED 
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Against Graviti Parkour 
parkour 
pɑːˈkʊə/ 
noun 
noun: parkour; noun: parcour 
The activity or sport of moving rapidly through an area, typically in an urban environment, negotiating 
obstacles by running, jumping, and climbing. Students will learn how to use the spaces around them 
to challenge their bodies in a unique outdoor environment. The coaches will train the students how to 
safely use the environment as a fitness medium while having fun!  
 
Sponsor: Against Graviti (Outside Provider) 
Location: MPH / Outside Playground 
Price: 640 AED 
 

Math Tutoring 
The outcomes are to continue to support the grade 8 learners and provide support to the current grade 
7 learners. 
 
Sponsor: Tseshani Amadedoti 
Location: Room 1108 
 

Monday: 
 

Development Team Volleyball 
Students are invited to join the first official MS Development Team. Come and improve your volleyball 
skills through drills and games.  
 
Sponsor: Kristen Miller 
Location: Gym 

 
Board Games / Scrabble 
Students will build vocabulary and English language nuance by learning word-building strategies 
through the ingenious, delightful game of Scrabble.  Students with a love of language and 
competition are encouraged to attend, and students of all skill levels are welcome. 

 
Sponsor: TBD 
Location: TBD 

 

Yearbook 
Producing a yearbook to record all the wonderful achievements at UAS has become something of a 
tradition. This year we want to make it even better, and include articles, interviews and examples of 
work that both represent our community and inspire everyone to keep making this school great. To 
do this, we need a talented, committed team. Together we can make something to treasure forever. 
At the end of this ASA we will produce a fantastic yearbook. 
 

Sponsor: TBD 
Location: Library 
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Barcelona Football 
The fundamental essence of the FC Barcelona curriculum is one devoted to individual player 
improvement, which isn’t merely aimed to enhance the level of each child but rather develops physical, 
interpersonal and social skills. 
We provide the best learning environment where players can gain experience from professional 
coaches. While maintaining a safe, positive and fun learning atmosphere with a spirit of fair play. 
We believe that football is a team game not an individual sport. Therefore, we make a great emphasis 
on each and every player’s commitment to a team spirit, as when a team outgrows individual 
performance and learns team confidence, excellence becomes a reality. 
 

Sponsor: Stryx Gulf (Outside Provider) 
Location: On the pitch 
Price: 810 AED 
 

Stretch, Relax and Create 
We will begin each session listening to music and learning various yoga stretches which will allow the 
stress from the day to leave us. We will then create a variety of different art projects like sketching, 
graphic design, and collage. Art projects will also be developed based off of student interest. 
This will be a creative and stress-reducing outlet for students to learn ways to stay energized and 
positive throughout the year. 
 

Sponsor: Andrea Montello 
Location: Room 1109 
 

Wednesday: 
 

Yoga 
Yoga and Meditation has lots of benefits for Body, Mind and World Peace. It surely helps 
to keep fit and have a stress free lifestyle to be in bliss. Our IBDP course is very 
demanding so to keep our students fit and healthy to achieve success which they 
deserve.We will teach basic poses and stretches as well as breathing techniques, and 
sustained concentration. 
 

Sponsor: Bharti Waswani 
Location: MPH Lobby 
 

Debate Club 
Following the trendy topic of superheroes that has invaded the media and has caught children's 
interest (and taking into account the MS theme of "Heroes"), this after school activity will provide the 
students the opportunity to discuss and debate over these very popular characters and their actions 
and traits, while also developing their language skills. 
This after school activity is intended to provide the opportunity to students to develop their language 
speaking skills (with a particular emphasis on presenting clear arguments and debating) and learn 
about values and positive traits within the trendy topic of Marvel and DC comics and their 
related  products, using movies, comic books, videos, etc. on a weekly debate. 
 

Sponsor: Soledad Valenzuela 
Location: Room 1224 
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Arabic Reading Challenge 
Read Arabic books and write what they read in short sentence 
Aiming at improving the Arabic Skills reading, writing, listening and speaking 
 

Sponsor: Ahmed Mohamed / Abdelrahman Ismail 
Location: Room 1241 

 
Because I am a girl 
The Club use educational tool kits to help youth make the local to global connection of social justice 
issues through the lens of girls’ rights. Members of Clubs champion girls’ rights by raising awareness, 
advocating and raising funds for Plan International's Because I am a Girl campaign. Students will have 
the opportunity to get involved locally and globally by sponsoring a child and helping with her 
education. They will register their club and collaborate with other Girls around the world.  
 

Sponsor: Kristen Miller / Kara Haines 
Location: Room 1101 
 

Math Tutoring 
 

The outcomes are to continue to support the grade 8 learners and provide support to the current grade 
7 learners. 
 

Sponsor: Tseshani Amadedoti 
Location: Room 1108 
 

Thursday: 
 

French Reading Club 
Reading is my favorite pass time and I am excited to encourage our students to read. The goal of the 
French reading club is to show students that reading is fun.  The students will be exposed to many 
activities that can improve their learning. 
 

Sponsor: Souha Mubarak 
Location: M08 
 

Million Solar Stars 
Million Solar Stars is bringing solar power to UAS and beyond!  Student leaders and innovators raise 
awareness and funding to create hands on solar models and rooftop solar arrays.  This student led 
initiative helps students develop leadership, communication, marketing and engineering skills to help 
expand one of the most widespread, renewable resources in the region - SOLAR POWER! 
Members will create marketing materials and deliver presentations to help bring solar power to our 
school and community.  If adequate funds are raised, students may design and build solar lights, solar 
window mills, or solar car models.  ASA members will also help facilitate the potential installation of a 
1-5kW pilot solar array, which is generously being donated by an area business during the 2016-17 
school year.  Shine on and help green up UAS Million Solar Stars!!! 
 

Sponsor: Adam Hall 
Location: Room 1104 
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Mileage Club 
Be active! Walk, skip, jog, or run around the track with your friends. Your laps will be tallied. Every 5 
miles you will receive a special foot! 
 

Sponsor: Samarah Qadir 
Location: On the track 
 

Math Tutoring 
 

The outcomes are to continue to support the grade 8 learners and provide support to the current grade 
7 learners. 
 

Sponsor: Tseshani Amadedoti 
Location: Room 1108 
 


